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MIAX Options Fee Schedule 
 
 

***** 

1) Transaction Fees  
a)         No change.  
b) Marketing Fee 
MIAX will assess a Marketing Fee to all Market Makers for contracts, including mini 
options, they execute in their assigned classes when the contra-party to the execution is a 
Priority Customer. 
 
Members that are assigned as PLMMs and LMMs will have a Marketing Fee “pool” into 
which the Exchange will deposit the applicable per-contract Marketing Fee[ for the 
appropriate transactions in option classes in which they are assigned as PLMM or 
LMM].  For orders directed to[ an LMMs or] PLMMs and certain qualifying LMMs, 
applicable Marketing Fees are allocated to the[ LMM’s or] PLMM’s or LMM’s Marketing 
Fee “pool.”  To qualify for a Marketing Fee allocation for an applicable month, an LMM 
must either:  (i) have an appointment in the relevant option class at the time of being directed 
the order; or (ii) for the month preceding the applicable month (the “qualifying month”) have 
an appointment as an LMM for at least ten (10) trading days in a minimum of fifty percent 
(50%) of the option classes listed on the Exchange for the entire qualifying month.  For non-
directed orders and orders directed to non-qualifying LMMs, applicable Marketing Fees are 
allocated to the PLMM’s Marketing Fee “pool.”  All Market Makers that participated in such 
transactions will pay the applicable Marketing Fee to the Exchange, which will allocate such 
funds to the Member that controls the distribution of the Marketing Fee “pool.”  Each month 
the Member will submit written instructions to MIAX describing how MIAX is to distribute 
the Marketing Fees in the “pool” to Electronic Exchange Members identified by the 
Member.   
 
Undispersed Marketing Fees will be reimbursed to Market Makers that contributed to the 
“pool” based upon their pro-rata portion of the entire amount of Marketing Fees collected on 
a three month rolling schedule.   
 

***** 


